Although humans are the only species capable of symbolic, verbal counting, substantial research indicates that other animals can nonverbally perceive numerical quantity across a range of naturalistic and experimental tasks[@b1][@b2][@b3]. For example, one commonly used nonverbal numerical task is a comparison task in which an animal must choose the numerically larger of two visual arrays of dots that differ in number but not in shape, colour, size or other perceptual dimensions[@b4]. If the animal chooses correctly, it receives a food reward. Several studies have shown success on such tasks by a variety of animals including species of primates, rodents and birds[@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7]. In all of those studies, the animals\' sensitivity to differences in numerical value is relatively crude, when compared to the precision and accuracy of human verbal counting. Monkeys, for example, can succeed at choosing the larger set from comparisons of 4 versus 8, 6 versus 12 and 10 versus 20 (a 2:1 ratio) but they typically fail at choosing the larger from 6 versus 8, 16 versus 20 and 20 versus 26 (a 3:4 ratio) (refs [@b4], [@b5]). The best predictor of animals\' numerical discrimination accuracy is the ratio between the quantities they are tasked with comparing. This psychophysical pattern is known as Weber\'s law and it is a hallmark of numerical estimation[@b3]. The ability to estimate numerical values may be an important evolutionary precursor to human counting since it is one of the most fundamental representations of quantity in the animal kingdom.

The ability to estimate the numerically larger or smaller set from among options is also present in human infants, children and adults. Nonverbal numerical estimation is present in infancy[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11] and as early as 2 days postnatal[@b9]. In studies that use looking time as the dependent measures, babies have been shown to look longer at sets that suddenly increase or decrease in numerical value, provided that the numerical change exceeds a 2:1 ratio. Numerical estimation abilities persist into childhood and adulthood, regardless of whether or not an individual learns verbal counting or is able to use it in an experimental task[@b12][@b13]. Adults living in remote cultures where verbal counting is not routine also possess a capacity for numerical estimation that is comparable to adults in industrialized cultures[@b13][@b14]. Thus, nonverbal numerical estimation is a fundamental cognitive ability that spans human cultures and stages of development.

Numerical estimation facilitates humans\' and animals\' abilities to make foraging and social decisions[@b1][@b15]. However, despite the fact that numerical estimation appears to be a widespread ability, the world offers a much richer array of other quantitative dimensions that animals could access. Dimensions such as surface area, duration and density provide valuable quantitative information about which option, given a set of choices, has more. In nature, these dimensions are often correlated with number. For example, a set of six berries has a greater number of items and often takes up more space (that is, has greater cumulative surface area and volume) than a set of three berries. But, the relation is not perfect: a set of six large berries may take up more space than 12 small berries. Several studies have shown that human children, animals and even human adults are sensitive to multiple quantitative dimensions when they are quantifying sets of objects[@b4][@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19].

The issue of whether number is a naturally dominant dimension in human nonverbal perception is currently unclear[@b19][@b20][@b21]. Overshadowing of one dimension by another is a common phenomenon that depends on a species\' evolutionary history and environmental pressures[@b22]. Evolutionary constraints on primate perceptual systems may favour discrete object-based numerosity over surface dimensions like area and size. If so, number will be a fundamentally salient dimension for humans independently of age or cultural experience---and more generally for other primate species as well. Alternatively, perceptual systems may only learn to attend to number instead of other quantitative dimensions as a consequence of input from cultural numeracy.

To address this question, we tested the natural tendency to represent number using the same task across non-human primates, human children, US adults and adults from a predominantly low-numeracy cultural group in Bolivia, the Tsimane\'[@b23]. This is the first direct comparison of number perception using a common task across such a diverse group of population samples. We tested the relative salience of number versus cumulative surface area using a spontaneous categorization task similar to previous research in child development and psychophysics ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"})[@b24][@b25][@b26]. Subjects first learned by rote association to categorize dot arrays into two categories (small quantity right side and large quantity left side or vice versa, [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the number and cumulative area of the dot arrays were completely correlated during the training so subjects could use either or both dimensions as the basis for their category choices. Individual dot size was controlled by equating individual dot sizes between all training stimuli. In order to keep the task the same across groups, no verbal description of the categories was provided to any of the subjects. Instead, subjects learned the categories from nonverbal demonstration by the experimenter and trial-and-error feedback (see Methods for complete details).

Once subjects were trained to accurately categorize the training stimuli, a small percentage of 'probe\' stimuli were added in with the presentation of 'standard\' training stimuli. On these probe trials, number and cumulative area were systematically uncorrelated so that responses to these stimuli would show which dimension subjects spontaneously used ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). On probe trials, all responses were treated as correct and positively reinforced. This procedure allowed us to precisely measure the contribution of each dimension to subjects\' underlying categorization of the quantities. If number was the primary basis of subjects\' categorization judgments during training, then as number of dots increases, the percentage of trials where subjects select the 'more\' category should also increase, regardless of the cumulative area of the dots. In contrast if surface area was the primary basis of categorization then subjects\' choice of the 'more\' category will increase with the cumulative surface area values of the sets. If both dimensions were used relatively equally, subjects\' category choices would be modulated to a similar degree by the number and cumulative surface area values. We found that all groups had a bias to use the numerical dimension of the stimuli regardless of age, culture or species. The number bias was greatly enhanced in humans compared to non-human primates and correlated with age and math education in humans.

Results
=======

All groups performed the training task
--------------------------------------

Overall, monkeys, US children, Tsimane\' adults and US adults all performed above chance on the 'standard\' training trials where number and cumulative surface area were correlated (one-sample Wilcoxon tests; US adults: mean=92%, W=252, *P*\<0.001; Tsimane\' adults: mean=90%, W=1,429, *P*\<0.001; US children: mean=76%, W=947, *P*\<0.001; Monkeys by session: mean=78%, W=561, *P*\<0.001). Subjects who did not reach above chance levels on the training trials according to a binomial test (∼60% correct) were excluded from further analyses (5% of US adults, 6% of Tsimane\' adults and 26% of US children).

Fundamental bias to represent numerical information
---------------------------------------------------

In order to determine the relative contributions of number and cumulative area to subjects\' quantity judgments, we conducted a mixed effects logistic regression using number and cumulative area as predictor variables of category choice, and a random effects term of subject for each group ([equation (1)](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, see also Methods for details on data analysis)[@b27]. This random effects approach is powerful because it tests for the simultaneous influence of each predictor while protecting against finding effects at the group level that are not represented at the individual subject level. This approach also produces more accurate and conservative error terms than fixed effects regression models. In the analysis, effects of number and cumulative area are orthogonal, such that for any number effect, area is controlled for and any area effect, number is controlled.

First, we found that number significantly predicted category choice in all groups. Cumulative area had a positive effect on performance in all groups but only reached significance in the 4-5-year-old children and Tsimane\' adults ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The relative contribution of each dimension to subjects\' performance is measured by its beta weight ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Each beta weight quantifies the amount by which changes in each stimulus dimension influence the behavioural categorization choice. A direct comparison of the number and cumulative area beta weights revealed that number had a significantly greater effect than cumulative surface area on subjects\' choices in all groups (*z*-test: US adults: *z*=4.91, *P*\<0.001, *n*=2,436; Tsimane\' adults: *z*=3.84, *P*\<0.001, *n*=714; US 4-5-year-olds: *z*=4.07, *P*\<0.001, *n*=864; Monkeys: *z*=1.96, *P*=0.05, *n*=380). A regression with logarithmically transformed predictors yielded qualitatively similar results ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The subjects\' category representations can be visualized by calculating a decision boundary from the beta weights as shown in [Fig. 3b-e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; see [equation (2)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Lines closer to vertical (90°) reflect decisions based primarily on number, and lines closer to horizontal (0°) reflect decisions based primarily on cumulative area. All groups had slopes that were more vertical than horizontal (\>45°), showing that for all groups performance was more affected by the numerical dimension than by cumulative surface area. When we compared slopes between groups we found that US adults had the most vertical slope (−12.99, 85°), US children and monkeys had similar slopes (US children=−4.01, 76°; Monkeys=−4.63, 78°), and Tsimane\' adults had the least vertical slope of all the groups (−2.21, 66°). This is because although Tsimane\' adults were influenced by number almost as much as the US adults, they showed greater influence of cumulative area on their decisions. All groups showed a weak trend for representing cumulative area in addition to number. When all groups were combined we saw a small, but significant effect of cumulative area on category judgments (*β*~cumulative\ area~=0.06, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,394). For this combined analysis, we used a random effect term of group. This effect was about one fifth as strong as the effect of number on categorization performance (*β*~number~=0.33, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,394). These results show that all groups represented the numerical dimension.

Species and maturity affect the number bias
-------------------------------------------

We quantified the degree to which the number bias was influenced by species, age and cultural numeracy through group comparisons. To keep subject effects fit within each population, we averaged the coefficients (from [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) from each separate regression across several key contrasting groups: humans and non-humans, adult humans and human children, and low and high numerate adults. The errors on each contrast were approximated using the method of Clogg *et al*.[@b28] and statistical reliability was assessed with *z*-tests ([equation (5)](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found the largest group difference was between humans and non-humans. Overall, humans had stronger number-based category weights than non-humans, but there was no significant difference in area-based categorization. Among humans, we found significant effects of maturity. Adults had stronger number-based categorization compared to human children, but there was no significant difference in area-based categorization. We found no significant difference in number-based categorization between U.S. adults and Tsimane\' adults. There was a small but significant difference in area categorization, with Tsimane\' adults factoring area more strongly than US adults. Thus, the greatest differences in nonverbal number representations between groups were related to species and maturity, not culture.

Math education enhances the number bias in humans
-------------------------------------------------

In order to measure the effects of mathematics enculturation within children, we conducted a mixed effects logistic regression, which included standardized math ability (measured by the TEMA- Test of Early Mathematics Ability), age, number and area weights as predictors for the categorization performance during probe trials and a random effects term of subject (see [equation (6)](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We also included interaction factors of standardized math ability and age on both the number and area coefficients. This allowed us to measure the specific effects of math ability and age on US children\'s number and area representations. If age or math ability enhances the natural representation of number or area, we should see that increases in age and/or math ability lead to increases in the beta weight for that dimension, an effect that shows up as an interaction in the regression. We found that formal mathematics ability had a significant positive interaction with number representation ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), even when controlling for age. In contrast, math ability had no interaction effect with surface area representation. This suggests that math ability increases subjects\' natural tendency to perceive number as a distinct dimension. Additionally, we found an independent effect of age, such that as age increased, so did children\'s bias to use number as the basis of their category judgments, even when standardized mathematics differences were controlled ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This age effect is most likely due to a relation between number perception and age-dependent math millstones such as learning to count, order and add numbers. Thus, number perception is robust across age groups, but the representation is substantially enhanced by formal mathematics learning in children.

An analysis of the effects of education on the number and area category judgments in the Tsimane\' adults revealed similar results (see [equation (7)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We found an interaction between years of education and number-biased categorization. As education increased, subjects were more likely to classify the stimuli based on number ([Supplementary Table 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This linear correlation was trending but not significant, likely due to imprecision in Tsimane\' estimations of their years of education. In order to confirm this relation, we conducted an additional analysis grouping Tsimane\' adults by \<1 year or \>1 year of education. We found a significant interaction between education group (\<1 year of education and \>1 year of education) and number-based categorization (*β*~education\ group\*number~ =0.32, *P*\<0.05, *n*=714; [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis provides more conclusive evidence that education level was related to the nonverbal number bias in the Tsimane\' adults. The results show that even in adults, formal mathematics education enhances humans\' nonverbal numerical perception.

Number bias is stronger than alternatives
-----------------------------------------

Previous research has shown that other continuous dimensions can be used to represent quantities such as density, contour length, convex hull (the smallest contour around the dot array) brightness and individual element size[@b16][@b29][@b30]. Each of these strategies would produce a distinctive pattern of categorization in our task. If subjects used density then we should see a significant effect of density on performance. We defined density as number of dots per unit area in the convex hull of the dots. Density and number were entered as predictor variables of subjects\' category choices (standardized; [equation (8)](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We also included a random effects term of group. We found no significant effect of density. Instead we found a significant effect of number over and above density (*β*~density~=0.03, *P*=0.77, *n*=4,785; *β*~number~=1.22, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785). We also found no decrease in number weights when density was controlled in a separate experiment, Experiment 2 ([Supplementary Note 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Next, we tested the effects of contour length, convex hull and individual element size in Experiment 1 ([equations (9)--(11)](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We used standardized variables and a random effects term of group for each analysis. We found no effect of convex hull (*β*~convex\ hull~=0.01, *P*=0.89, *n*=4,785; *β*~number~=1.25, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785). There was a small effect of contour length, but the independent effect of number was almost ten times greater than the effect of contour length (*β*~contour\ length~=0.15, *P*=0.03, *n*=4,785; *β*~number=~1.13, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785). When individual dot size and number are used as predictors for category choice, we see a small effect of dot size (*β*~individual\ dot\ size~=0.30, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785; *β*~number~=1.49, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785), but this is likely due to covariance between dot size and cumulative area. When cumulative area is added to the regression, the effect of dot size is reduced but the number effect remains strong (*β*~individual\ dot\ size~=−0.26, *P*=0.06, *n*=4,785; *β*~number~=1.13, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785; *β*~area~=0.42, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785). Additionally, if subjects used individual dot size, then the slopes of the linear classifiers ([Fig. 3b--e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) would be positive. Instead all groups showed negative slopes. Brightness was correlated with cumulative area, such that the cumulative area term would account for any use of brightness. Thus brightness could not explain the effect of number. The results conclusively show that subjects\' quantitative choices were rooted in numerical perception.

Some researchers have suggested that a combination of non-numeric dimensions is used to quantify sets of objects, instead of representing number directly[@b31]. To test this we implemented a regression analysis, which included the combination of variables suggested (convex hull, density, cumulative surface area and average diameter) and also included number ([equation (12)](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) on our results from Experiment 1 (ref. [@b31]). Again group was entered as a random effects term. If number is represented via these alternative dimensions then we should find *no* significant effect of number when this collection of variables is included in the model. This is not what we found. Instead, number was a significant predictor over and above all other measures (*β*~number~=1.05, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785). This persistent effect of number even when other variables are controlled shows that the effect of number cannot be accounted for by alternative variables. Additionally, the effect of number was significantly greater than any of the variables tested (*z*-tests: Number versus Convex Hull: *z*=7.39, *P* \<0.001, *n*=4,785; Number versus Density: *z*=2.79, *P*\<0.01, *n*=4,785; Number versus Area: *z*=2.15, *P*\<0.05, *n*=4,785; Number versus Dot Diameter: *z*=5.51, *P*\<0.001, *n*=4,785). The results suggest that numerical information is perceived directly, rather than indirectly through the representation of other quantitative dimensions[@b32][@b33].

Discussion
==========

The current study tested the hypothesis that humans spontaneously perceive the numerical dimension of a stimulus as a consequence of both evolutionarily primitive constraints on perception and cultural input. Our results show clear effects of an evolutionary influence on number perception in the widespread number biases observed across different primate species, age groups and human cultures. Our results also show an effect of cultural numeracy on nonverbal number perception in the correlation between education and number bias in US children and Tsimane\' adults. Together these data provide the first direct assessment of the relative contributions of evolution and culture to human nonverbal number perception.

This evidence of universal number perception supports the theory that number is a naturally salient dimension that requires no specific cultural input[@b4][@b11][@b34][@b35][@b36][@b37]. Previous research has shown that people from cultures with limited number knowledge or even number words can use number to represent sets of objects when other continuous dimensions are controlled[@b13][@b14]. A recent neuroscience study found number-specific neural responses in the parietal cortex of untrained monkeys---further evidence of spontaneous number representation in primates[@b38][@b39]. Our results expand on prior reports by showing that number perception emerges spontaneously, even when alternative quantitative dimensions are available as the basis for judgment, in humans of various ages and cultures and even in non-human primates. These results indicate that evolutionarily primitive constraints on primate perception influence spontaneous number perception in humans, regardless of cultural experience.

Although we suggest that the robust number bias we observed across groups originates from fundamental perceptual representations, a non-exclusive alternative explanation is that number and area weights in categorization judgments were based on a shift of attention or task-set from one dimension to the other. Under this explanation, subjects represented number-based and cumulative area-based categorization rules equally well and shifted attention or explicitly selected one task-rule over another. If this were the case then we would expect that as number weights increase, area weights would decrease---however, this trade-off pattern was not observed. There was no significant decrease in area weights as number weights increased, and no correlation between area weights and education or age ([Figs 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Tables 2-3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Instead we saw that the number and area coefficients were independent. There was no correlation between number and cumulative area beta weights across subjects (linear correlation: Tsimane\' adults: *R*^2^=0.001, *P*=0.84, *n*=51; US children: *R*^2^=0.061, *P*=0.183, *n*=32). The effects are not likely due to fluid shifting of attention or rules from one dimension to the other. Thus, although there is still room to investigate interactions between sensitivity and bias in number perception across groups, our data show that the number bias is attributable to variability in the perception of number that is independent of variability in surface area perception. Moreover, the commonalities in performance between monkeys and humans, and across humans from different ages and cultures indicate that this cognitive phenomenon is robust and unlikely to be caused by only temporary or superficial factors.

Secondly, our results isolate the effects of species, age and cultural learning on human nonverbal numerical representation. The largest factors influencing human nonverbal numerical perception were species and age, suggesting that numerical perception is enhanced in humans due to unique aspects of their development. Cultural differences between the US adults and Tsimane\' adults that derive from immersion in a numerate or non-numerate society were only associated with small differences in spontaneous quantity perception. However, within US and Tsimane\' groups, formal mathematics education had a transformative effect on the spontaneous perception and use of number. The perceptual salience of number increased with exposure to formal numerical concepts for both US children and Tsimane\' adults. This effect is likely directional from education to nonverbal number perception particularly in the Tsimane\' for whom the measure of education is based on circumstantial exposure to formal mathematics rather than mathematics ability. Since a nonverbal number bias is unlikely to provide Tsimane\' individuals with greater access to mathematics education, the most likely explanation of the relation is that exposure to cultural mathematics enhanced the nonverbal perception of number. Previous research has suggested that humans\' primitive nonverbal number capacities influence their formal, symbolic mathematics abilities[@b40][@b41][@b42]. Our data provide novel casual evidence that nonverbal perception of number is enhanced by the construction of formal knowledge systems in humans. Together with previous findings, our results suggest that primitive and formal numerical concepts mutually enhance each other in human cognition. Interactions between number representations are likely bi-directional, such that early nonverbal number capacities influence verbal mathematics concepts[@b40][@b41][@b42] and exposure to mathematics enhances nonverbal number capacities as shown in our results[@b43].

Finally our data show that number has a strong influence on subjects\' perceptual categorization even when accounting for variability in other dimensions---suggesting that number is perceived directly instead of indirectly as suggested by some previous research[@b16][@b29][@b30][@b31]. These results raise the question of why number is such a fundamental and universal percept. One possible explanation is that primate perception is object-oriented (for example, more primate cortex dedicated to objects than surfaces[@b44][@b45]) and that number is a quantitative dimension that operates over discrete objects. These fundamental constraints on information processing might make numerical quantities more salient than other continuous and surface-based quantitative dimensions in primate cognition. In fact, previous research with human infants has shown that infants find numerical quantities easier to extract from a set of objects than surface quantities[@b46][@b47][@b48]. Infants can detect quantitative changes in number and surface area but they require a proportionally greater change in surface area compared to number to detect those changes. If number and area were equally weighted in infant perception then number and surface area would be equally easy to discriminate on a ratio scale. Our finding that even monkeys are biased to represent number over surface area suggests that previous findings from human infants could be part of a more general phenomenon---that evolutionary constraints on primate perception are responsible for the more robust perception of number compared to surface area in humans. The primacy of numerical perception across primate species, age and culture may be specific to the visual system, as reported here, or it could extend to other modalities[@b49][@b50][@b51][@b52]. A fundamental bias to segregate numerical information from other quantitative dimensions and *use* it preferentially was likely an important catalyst for the emergence of an abstract, discrete counting system in human cultural evolution.

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

Sample sizes for human subjects were designed to match the amount of data collected between groups based on the number of task trials that subjects from each group could reasonably complete. US adult participants were 22 adults (mean age=22.6, standard deviation=6.5, 7 males). Participants were undergraduate students recruited from the University of Rochester River Campus. All guidelines and requirements of the University of Rochester\'s Research Subjects Review Board were followed for participant recruitment and experimental procedures. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. One US adult was excluded from analysis because performance on the training trials did not reach significance at the *P*=0.05 level (60% correct), indicating that they did not understand the general task.

US child participants were 47 children (mean age: 5.1 years, age range: 4.1--6.6 years, 26 male). Participants were recruited from Rochester and surrounding areas to the Kid Neuro Lab at the University of Rochester. All guidelines and requirements of the University of Rochester\'s Research Subjects Review Board were followed for participant recruitment and experimental procedures. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects\' parents or guardians. U.S. children completed the TEMA-3 test of early mathematics ability[@b53]. All children showed scores within a normal range for typically developing children. Twelve US children were excluded from analysis because performance on the training trials did not reach significance at the *P*=0.05 level (60% correct), indicating that they did not understand the general task. Three additional children were excluded because they fussed out of the experiment.

Tsimane\' adult participants were 54 adults (mean age=32.4 years, standard deviation=15 years, 10 males). Participants were recruited from five Tsimane\' communities near San Borja, Bolivia. All guidelines and requirements of the University of Rochester\'s Research Subjects Review Board were followed for participant recruitment and experimental procedures. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Interpreters were provided by the Centro Boliviano de Investigación y de Desarrollo Socio Integral. Subjects had a range between 0 and 10 years of formal education taught at the local village (mean: 2.6 years). This measure of education was used to split subjects into low and high education groups because subjects only approximated their educational history. Three Tsimane\' adults were excluded from analyses because performance on the training trials did not reach 60% correct, indicating that they did not understand the general task.

Nonhuman primate subjects were three adult female rhesus macaques (age=6 years), who were socially housed. Animals were kept on a water-restricted diet approved by the University of Rochester Committee on Animal Resources and veterinary staff. All animal care procedures were in accordance with an IACUC protocol. All monkeys had prior experience with matching tasks using photographs and geometric shapes. One monkey had experience matching visual arrays in which number and area were correlated as in the current training protocol. One monkey was excluded from analyses because she used an idiosyncratic strategy. The role of the probe trials was to determine which stimulus features were being used to form the categories during the standard trials. This subject used a novel dimension (dot size) only on probe trials, which could not have been used during the standard trials (because dot size was equated across all stimuli) Thus, we were unable to determine how this animal\'s categories were initially formed or represented. This was established by a logistic regression in which number of dots, cumulative area of dots and individual dots size were entered as predictors of category choice (*β*~number~=0.41, *P*\<0.01; *β*~cumulative\ area~=−0.18, *P*=0.18; *β*~dot\ size=~7.96, *P*\<0.001, *n*=232). This strategy could not have been used during training because individual dot size was held constant and homogeneous for all training stimuli. Moreover, the subject changed strategies between standard and probe trials. During standard trials, the subjects had a significant effect of number (*β*~number~=0.27, *P*\<0.001, *n*=2,136), whereas during the probe trials the direction of this effect was reversed (*β*~number~=−0.12, *P*\<0.001, *n*=232). Since dot size was inversely correlated with number only on test stimuli, the positive effect of dot size only on test trials could indicate that this monkey used 'number\' throughout training and testing but mistakenly switched the categories at test. In either case, the animal adopted an anomalous, inconsistent task strategy. Importantly, even when we include this subject in the random effects analysis, we find that 'number\' has a greater effect on performance than 'cumulative surface area\' and all other dimensions (*β*~number=~1.23, *P*\<0.001; *β*~cumulative\ area~=0.47, *P*\<0.001; *β*~convex\ hull~=−0.13, *P*\<0.01; *β*~density~=−0.60, *P*\<0.001; *β*~dot\ diameter~=0.15, *P*=0.51, *n*=4,786). The results still support our main conclusion. Since this animal anomalously used qualitatively different solutions on probe stimuli versus training stimuli, we present her results here.

Materials
---------

Stimuli were presented on an Elo (ET1529L) touchscreen monitor for US children, adults and monkeys using Xojo (REALbasic). Stimuli were presented to Tsimane\' adults on laminated 4″ × 4″ prints. Stimuli were created using Psychtoolbox (MATLAB).

The training and standard stimuli consisted of five picture types for each category. For category A, the training stimuli had 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12 dots. All of the dots during the training stimuli had an individual dot area of 1 cm^2^; thus these arrays had a cumulative surface area of 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12 cm^2^. For category B, the stimuli had 18, 19, 20, 21 or 22 dots. These pictures had a cumulative surface area of 18, 19, 20, 21 or 22 cm^2^. There was an equal number of category A and B stimuli in the training trials. Training and standard stimuli were sampled from a normal distribution of the category such that each category had approximately 15% at 8 or 18, 21% at 9 or 19, 27% at 10 or 20, 21% at 11 or 21 and 15% at 12 or 22. The placement of the dots for each stimuli was randomized, such that no subject saw the same placements of dots more than once.

During probe trials, the number of dots and cumulative area of dots were systematically uncorrelated in a full cross of the two dimensions. The stimulus space was uniformly sampled for all subjects such that the average number and cumulative area was 15 dots and cm^2^ (Range: US adults: 8-22, US children: 10-20, Tsimane\' adults: 12-18, monkeys: 8-22). Additionally, this sampling was orthogonal such that the number of dots presented did not change the likelihood of the area of dots presented and the area of dots presented did not change the likelihood of the number of dots presented. For each number of dots, all cumulative area values were tested, and for each cumulative area value, all numbers of dots were tested (see [Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Number and cumulative area values ranged from 8 to 22 (8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 dots and cm^2^ cumulative area).

Procedure
---------

The procedure was selected such that it was highly similar between groups, yet tailored to be appropriate for each of the populations tested. All US children, US adults and monkeys were presented with the task using touch screen monitors. Subjects initiated a trial by touching a start stimulus, a small white box in the centre of the screen. Once a trial was initiated, an array of dots was then presented in the centre of the screen. Subjects were required to press this stimuli causing it to be replaced by two symbols on the left and right side of the screen. These symbols were arbitrary category symbols (star and diamond) each representing either the 'Less\' category or the 'More\' category. Both symbols had the same total cumulative area. The left and right placement of the category symbols was randomized as well as which category each symbol represented between subjects. If subjects pressed the matching category symbol for a standard training stimulus they would receive positive auditory feedback (and food reward for monkeys). This was then followed by a 1 s inter-trial interval before the next trial could be initiated. If subjects pressed the non-matching category symbol on the standard training stimuli, they received negative auditory feedback and a black time out screen for 2 s followed by the inter-trial interval (see [Fig. 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). No differential feedback was given on probe trials.

Due to the lack of familiarity with computers all Tsimane\' adults were presented with stimuli printed on 4″ by 4″ index cards. The two arbitrary category symbols (star and diamond) were placed in front of the subjects. Cards with dot arrays on them were then held up for the subjects to see. Subjects would then point to one of the category symbols. If the correct category was chosen, subjects would receive positive verbal feedback 'correct\' only on standard trials. If the incorrect category was chosen they would receive negative verbal feedback 'incorrect\' on standard trials. As for other groups, no feedback was given on probe trials. The stimuli, randomization procedure and instructions were the same as in US groups.

Training phase
--------------

All subjects received training on the standard stimuli to measure their initial categorization abilities when number and area were correlated. All subjects had to reach the same 60% criterion on training trials before receiving probe trials. Subjects were trained on a ratio scale of number and area that was on approximately 2:1 (8-12 versus 18-22 items and cm^2^). In all training stimuli the number of dots and cumulative area of the dots was 100% correlated. The individual dot size was held constant and homogeneous for all training stimuli.

In order to keep the task the same across groups, human subjects were not given any verbal labels for the categories. Human subjects were shown one exemplar from each category and told 'this \[showing small quantity\] goes here and that \[showing large quantity\] goes there\'. The training criterion was determined based on performance (60% accuracy) rather than trial count. US adults and children completed 30 initial training trials. We determined from prior research that Tsimane\' adults were only comfortable with short experiments of not more than 50 trials, including training and testing, and so their initial training session was limited to 18 trials. However, all human subjects from US and Tsimane\' groups met the 60% accuracy criterion on the training stimuli.

Because verbal instructions could not be provided to the monkeys, a familiarization phase was given. Monkeys were first trained to categorize the exemplars of the training categories (10 and 20 dots and total cumulative area in cm^2^) before the full set of training stimuli was given (Monkey 1: Sessions to criterion=24, Trials=3,321). Training continued until subjects reached 70% accuracy on the full set of training stimuli (Sessions to criterion=3 ,Trials=450). Monkey 2 did not learn to correctly classify the training trials at the 8-12 versus 18-22 classifications and was trained and tested on a 4:1 ratio scale, 8-12 versus 42-48 (Monkey 2: Exemplar sessions to criterion=38, Trials=5,721; Full training session to criterion=9, Trials=1,350). Number and cumulative area were still 100% correlated; thus, this difference could not bias the animal towards number or area.

Testing phase
-------------

After reaching 60% accuracy on the training phase, a portion of probe trials was randomly intermixed with standard stimuli (Percent Probes: US adults: 38%, US children: 38%, Tsimane\' adults: 50%, monkeys: 10%). The proportion of probe trials was selected such that the task would be appropriate in length for each group. We also chose the percentage of probe trials to ensure that subjects maintained high levels of accuracy throughout testing. Tsimane\' adults received a slightly higher portion of probe trials (50%) compared to US subjects (38%) in order to collect enough probe data to sample the stimulus space for each subject within the maximum session length feasible for Tsimane\' testing. For monkeys, we stretched the testing trials across more sessions with a lower percentage of probe trials (10%) so that they would not extinguish their training strategy in the presence of non-differential reinforcement on probe trials (probe trials were rewarded no matter what response monkeys made). Non-human primates are sensitive to changes in reward rates. Thus we wanted to minimize the percentage of non-differentially reinforced probe trials per session to minimize differences in reward rate between training and testing sessions. Monkeys completed the testing phase over an average of 20 sessions consisting of 135 training trials and 15 probe trials per day. US adults, US children and Tsimane\' adults completed the testing phase in one session which consisted of 186 standards and 116 probe trials for US adults, 51 standards and 32 probe trials for US children, and 14 standards and 14 probe trials for Tsimane\' adults.

Data analysis
-------------

Mixed effects logistic regressions were conducted to calculate how much each dimension was used to classify the probe trials[@b27]. This regression approach permits us to quantify the influence of multiple predictors on a binary behavioural outcome (response classification) while correctly handling the variability that arises from individual subject and group differences. This allows us to test for performance effects that are represented at the subject level and not just in the group average[@b54]. In all within-group analyses, a random effects term (Number + Cumulative Area\|Subject) was used in order to capture differences in the effect of number and cumulative area for individuals. The resulting overall statistics we report reflect group effects that are similar to the average of within-subject regressions, but 'pool\' information across subjects and groups in a more efficient way, which helps to more accurately model error. The random effects term also helps to handle the different sample sizes. For ease of interpretation, all terms were first centred, but not standardized when variables were on the same scale (and had the same mean and s.d.). For the probe trials, number and cumulative area were orthogonal such that all values of cumulative area were tested for each number and all numbers were tested for each value of cumulative area. This allowed us to independently measure the contributions of each dimension, while controlling for the other. Throughout these analyses all terms were entered simultaneously in the model. This allowed us to measure the effects of one variable at the average of the other variable.

We used the output of the mixed effects regression described above to compare beta coefficients between groups, and examine the effects of species, maturity and culture on number representation. We averaged the coefficients from each separate group regression across several key contrasting variables: humans and non-humans, adult humans and human children, and low and high numerate adults. The errors on each contrast were approximated using the method of Clogg *et al*.[@b28], and statistical reliability was assessed with *z*-tests. Differences in sample size between groups were accounted for by the random effects term and do not impact the effect size---thus coefficients are comparable between groups.

For the analyses of density, contour length, convex hull and element size, a random effects term of group (US adult, Tsimane\' adult, US children, Monkeys) was used to provide beta weight estimates that correctly handle the variation between groups such that we could make generalizations about the effects that held across groups. All analyses were done using R statistics software and the LME package and the BOBYQA optimizer[@b55][@b56].

We used mixed effects logistic regression equations of the general form:

where *β*{number,*s*}, *β*{area,*s*}, *β*{icpt,*s*} are by-subject adjustments to the overall number effect (*β* {number}), area effect (*β*{area}) and intercept (*β*{icpt}), respectively. The outcome *P*{*s,i*} is the probability of responding in agreement with the Number category on the *s*th subject\'s *i*th trial. This form of mixed effect/hierarchical regression is similar to fitting a regression within each subject and then averaging the resulting coefficients. However, it handles the statistics in a more robust and correct way, and also allows greater flexibility in testing hypotheses[@b27]. Essentially, it provides the regression version of a paired (within-subjects) analysis. In the regression literature, this equation is often written as 'Category ∼ Number + Area + (1 + Number + Area \| Subject)\' where the first part, 'Number + Area\' means that we are computing overall averages of coefficients and the second part '(1 + Number + Area \| Subject)\' means that we are adjusting these coefficients by ('\|\') subject. The following regressions were used:

Data availability
-----------------

The data set used for this study is available from the corresponding author on request.
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![Subjects from each group tested in the categorization task.\
(**a**) US adults, (**b**) Tsimane\' adults, (**c**) US children and (**d**) monkeys were trained to categorize dot arrays based on quantity. Subjects could use number, cumulative surface area or a combination of both dimensions as the basis of their category choices. We measured their spontaneous preferences for categorizing the quantities.](ncomms13968-f1){#f1}

![Trial protocol and stimulus space.\
(**a**) Example trial protocol. Subjects saw a neutral start screen, followed by presentation of a dot-array sample stimulus, followed by two choice icons for categorizing the dot-array as little (star) or a lot (diamond). During training, correct choices resulted in positive feedback, incorrect choices resulted in negative feedback. For probe stimuli, all choices were treated as correct responses. (**b**) Example stimulus space used in training (red outline) and testing (no outline).](ncomms13968-f2){#f2}

![Relative contributions of number and cumulative area to performance.\
(**a**) Beta weights from a mixed effects logistic regression predicting category choice using number and cumulative area as predictor variables and including subject as a random effect (US adults: *n*=21; Tsimane\' adults: *n*=51, 4-5-year-old US children: *n*=27 and monkeys (*n*=2). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Heat maps and a linear classifier of categorization performance for (**b**) monkeys, (**c**) 4-5 year-old children, (**d**) Tsimane\' adults and (**e**) US adults show the category boundaries of each group.](ncomms13968-f3){#f3}

![Group differences in number and cumulative area categorization biases.\
The greatest differences in number perception are driven by species (humans versus monkeys) and age (adults versus children), not culture (US adults versus Tsimane\' adults). Comparisons were calculated by averaging coefficients from separate regressions and then comparing across groups (US adults: *n*=21; Tsimane\' adults: *n*=51, 4-5-year-old US children: *n*=27; Monkeys *n*=2). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean and were approximated using the method of Clogg *et al*.[@b28]](ncomms13968-f4){#f4}

![Effects of age and mathematics education on number representations in US children.\
Age and mathematics ability are related to perception of number but not cumulative surface area. The figure plots the beta weights from a mixed model logistic regression showing (**a**) the effect of age and (**b**) the effect of math ability (standardized score) on number and area categorization in US children (*n*=32). Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals.](ncomms13968-f5){#f5}

![Effects of education on number representations in Tsimane\' adults.\
Tsimane\' adults show an effect of education on the perception of number but not cumulative surface area. The beta weights were calculated from a mixed model logistic regression showing the effect of education on number and area weights in Tsimane\' adults (*n*=51). Error bars represent the s.e. of the mean.](ncomms13968-f6){#f6}

###### Relative contributions of number and cumulative area on classification.

  **Group**           **Number weight (s.e.)**   **Cumulative area weight (s.e.)**   **Observations**
  ------------------ -------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------
  Monkeys                   0.126\*\*\*                        0.027                       380
                              (0.027)                         (0.143)                        
  4-5-year-olds             0.381\*\*\*                      0.095\*\*                     864
                              (0.067)                         (0.034)                        
  Tsimane\' adults          0.681\*\*\*                     0.309\*\*\*                    714
                              (0.081)                         (0.054)                        
  US adults                 0.805\*\*\*                        0.062                      2,436
                              (0.121)                         (0.091)                        

Note: \**P*\<0.05; \*\**P*\<0.01; \*\*\**P*\<0.001.

Beta weights (and s.e.) from mixed effects logistic regressions predicting 'category choice\' using 'number\' and 'cumulative area\' stimulus values as predictor variables and subject as a random effect. The coefficients have been centred but not standardized. The total number of probe observations is shown for each group (US adults: *n*=21, observations per subject=116; US 4-5-year-olds: *n*=27, observations per subject=32; Tsimane\' adults: *n*=51, observations per subject=14; Monkeys: *n*=2, observations per subject=176 and 204).
